expectation for shares within a market sector to move broadly TreeGNG incrementally learns a topology-preserving together. We are interested in discovering if share closing prices mapping of the data space with the algorithm outlined in do move together, and whether groups of shares that do move section A, and produces a hierarchical representation of this together are identifiable in terms of industrial activity. Using mapping with the method outlined in section B. TreeGNG, a hierarchical clustering algorithm, on a time series of share closing prices, we have identified groups of companies that A. Growing Neural Gas cluster into clearly identifiable groups. These clusters compare
The Growing Neural Gas (GNG) algorithm is a neuralfavourably to a globally accepted sector classification scheme, inspired clustering algorithm that produces clustering schemes and in our opinion, our method identifies sector structure clearer with no hierarchical structure [3] . GNG incrementally adapts, than a statistical agglomerative hierarchical clustering method.
. . p grows and prunes a graph structure consisting of nodes and edges. The nodes of the graph are of the same dimensionality
I. INTRODUCTION (D) as the input space. The topological neighbours of a node
There has been recent interest in the discovery of structure are defined as the nodes that are adjacent in the graph. The in stock markets from an analysis of the time series of closing GNG algorithm is initialised with two nodes randomly prices of the shares traded within the market [1] [2] . The positioned in SJD connected by a single undirected edge. The methods for discovering structure are generally based on the edges in the graph have a corresponding age, and new edges minimum spanning tree (MST) of the correlation of the have an age of zero. At each adaptation step, the nodes logarithmic return of the day-on-day price change. These "compete" to represent an input drawn at random from the works show that share closing prices carry both valuable and input data set. The winning node is updated with the standard detectable economic information, which may be useful in competitive learning rule [4] at a rate rw, and all of its producing a theoretical description of financial markets and topological neighbours are updated at a reduced learning rate, explaining the economic factors that affect specific groups of 'L. The age of edges incident to the winning node are stocks. These are important claims, and motivated the work incremented, and the squared error is added to a local error for presented here. the winning node. If the winner and second closest node are Individual share price movement is dependent upon many topological neighbours, then the age of the edge forming the factors, but there is an expectation for shares within a market neighbourhood is reset to zero. If these two nodes are not sector to move broadly together. We are interested in topological neighbours, then a new edge is inserted into the discovering if share closing prices do move together, and graph between the nodes. Every iteration, all of the edges whether groups of shares that move together are identifiable in with an age greater than Ucmax are deleted. If this results in a terms of industrial activity. In addition to clustering those node having no incident edges, then the node is deleted. If the companies that exhibit a similar share closing price history, number of adaptation steps is equal to an integer multiple of we are also interested in discovering and extracting the growth-parameter X, then a new node is inserted into the hierarchical structure within data. Our approach uses a graph between the node with the greatest local error, and its neural-inspired clustering algorithm to learn a topology-topological neighbour with the greatest local error. The new preserving mapping of the data whilst maintaining a history of node is initialised with a local error equal to the mean of its the learning process, which gives the hierarchical structure. topological neighbours, and the local errors of these We use the Euclidean norm combined with normalised data neighbours are decreased by a. The algorithm continues to for the measurement of distance. Thus, the application of our process input vectors until the user-defined stopping criteria hierarchical clustering method, combined with data are satisfied. normalisation of financial time series data, is the contribution
The GNG algorithm has many user-defined parameters; of this paper.
including the maximum number of nodes N, the learning rates 'in and CL, the maximum edge age Umax, the local error decay (ii) , following a period of standard GNG dynamics, the dashed edge is marked for deletion in the GNG graph. As the edge is deleted in (iii), the graph splits and node R grows two children A and B to represent the increase in the number of graphs. A growth window is opened for node R. After a further period of GNG dynamics, the growth window for node R closes (iv) and any subsequent graph splitting will result in tree growth under nodes A or B. In (v), the dashed edge is marked for deletion, and in (vi), the edge is deleted producing child growth beneath node A. The growth window for node A is opened. In (vii), the dashed graph edge is marked for deletion, and the natural tree growth should occur as children of node C, but because the growth window for node A is still open, the new node is inserted as a child of node A, i.e. a sibling of node C. Following a period of GNG dynamics and the growth of two children of B, the final tree structure is shown in (viii). rate a, the global error decay rate d, and the growth phase graph. As the GNG node and edge insertion routines grow the timer S. In [5] it was reported that GNG converges rapidly, graph structure, the root node maintains the pointer to the and that the quality of the clustering has little dependence on revised graph. As a part of the GNG dynamics, edges are the network parameters. The results of our own evaluation of aged, and old inactive edges are periodically deleted. A graph GNG agree with these findings.
edge deletion event can result in a graph splitting into two B. TreeGNG sub-graphs, and it is this splitting that initiates tree growth. As a graph splits into two sub-graphs, a growth window is By maintaining a time audit trail of the graph connectivity, activated for the tree node that pointed to the original graph. we can uncover hierarchical structure within a data set. In Any subsequent splitting of the sub-graphs that occurs whilst earlier work [6] [7], we presented the TreeGNG algorithm. In this window is open, results in nodes being inserted into the TreeGNG, we use GNG as the partitioning algorithm and tree as siblings of the sub-graph tree node; when the window generate a tree structure based on the time history of the graph closes, any subsequent graph splitting results in nodes being connectivity ( Fig. 1 ). The standard GNG algorithm begins inserted into the tree as children of the sub-graph tree node. with a graph of two nodes joined by a single edge, and the Without this window, the tree growth is event driven and TreeGNG tree is initialised with the root node pointing to this always produces a binary tree. As is shown in [6] and [7] , the
The TreeGNG Pruning Mechanism, also demonstrating how the algorithm can recover from poor decisions made in the construction of the tree. In (i), TreeGNG has formed a poor tree structure in which tree nodes B and C are siblings. With the standard GNG dynamics, it is likely that an input would cause graphs a and b to merge as the dashed edge is inserted. To maintain the correct tree structure, this requires tree nodes A and B to merge (ii). In (iii), as the graphs a and b are merged, then a new tree node AB (pointing to the merged ab graph) is inserted into the tree as a child of the common ancestor of A and B. The dashed tree nodes (A and B) are removed from the tree. Finally, in (iv), the intermediate singleton tree node between R and C is removed. Subsequent GNG dynamics are likely to cause graph ab to split into two graphs, and tree node AB would grow two children to reflect this change. The resultant tree structure is more representative of the data than the original tree shown in (i). The list of companies examined in this paper, along with tick 8 symbols (a unique abbreviation of the company name) and 3 Industrial Sector are shown in Table I . 4 2 As in earlier work [ tree leaf nodes remained relatively stable and there were a minimum number of instances where the tree structure was V. RESULTS altering, and any alterations to the hierarchy were deep in the The critical TreeGNG network parameters were based on tree. This suggests that the nodes of the network were the results of experiments reported in [6] and [7] . As a satisfactorily distributed across the data space, and the edges reminder, the data set consisted of 73 feature vectors of of the graphs had captured the high-level structure of the data. dimensionality 2696. For these data, we used a TreeGNG
The number of network nodes determines the final growth window (q.v. Fig. 1 ) of 3 epochs. The GNG nodes granularity of the classification; the 50-node network were inserted every 20% of an epoch (i.e. node insertion rate j classified the data into five clusters (Fig. 5) , whilst the 100-= 15), and edge deletion occurred when an edge aged to node network classified the data into twenty-one clusters (Fig.  greater TOMKEXL5,REAX Fig. 6 . The TreeGNG structure for a 100-node network showing the company tick symbol and Industrial Sector membership (super-script). The classification is finer-grained than that produced with a 50-node network, and the network identified twenty-one separate clusters. This finer grain classification follows the general course structure identified with the 50-node network (q.v. Fig. 3 ). Node A is a cluster that broadly corresponds to the clusters are still meaningful in terms of Economic Groups and In addition to identifying structure that corresponds to the Industrial Sectors. What is pleasing is the clear identification FTSE Global Classification Scheme, TreeGNG identifies of sectors in the clustering of the day-on-day logarithmic Industrial Sector level clusters that do not follow the implied return of the share closing price (see detailed comments in the Economic Grouping. For example, the Real Estate (86) figure captions). This is pleasing because the identification of companies, exhibit a closer day-on-day closing price sector structure is not apparent from the trends in the closing correlation with the Resources (00), Basic Industries (10) and price history over the 10-year period (Fig. 4) For a comparison with these results, we include the (GCNU84); two industrial manufacturing companies: BAE dendrogram for these data generated with a single-linkage Systems (BA21) and Smiths Group (SMIN21); and two banks: agglomerative clustering algorithm (Fig. 7) . We chose the Barclays (BARe81) and Royal Bank of Scotland (RB0581).
single-linkage function for two reasons, i) the edge insertion This group of companies are one of the many possible rule of the GNG algorithm is a single-link type function, in combinations we could use to illustrate our argument. The that edges are inserted into the graph between the winning close price history of the aeronautical manufacturer BA21, node and the second closest node, and ii) the MST was used in exhibits a very similar overall trend to that of the insurance earlier analyses. Generating the MST is "formally equivalent company CGNU84. However, in both the 50-and 100-node to performing single-link clustering" [6] , but in contrast to the networks, these two companies were not clustered together.
rooted, ultrametric single-linkage dendrogram, the MST In both the 50-and 100-node networks, CGNU84 was produces an unrooted graph that does not satisfy the clustered with companies from the Economic Group (80), ultrametric inequality.
whilst BA2' was clustered with companies from the Resources Within this dendrogram, it is possible to identify several n-(00), Basic Industries (10) and General (20) Industrial Sectors.
tuples where it would be reasonable to assume clear clustersHence, our TreeGNG network is capturing the underlying these are {SHEL07, BP07}, {L1186, L586, BLND86}, {UU77, day-on-day variations, rather than the "more visible to the SVT77}, {G5K48, AZN48}, {RB0581, LLOY81, BARC81} and naked eye" global shape ofthe graph.
{PRU84, LGEN84, CGNU84}. These groupings are indicative of clustering at an Industrial Sector granularity. However, the other groupings of companies are not as clear-cut, and in our With the TreeGNG algorithm, we can predictably influence opinion, it is not possible to identify either the courser-grained the granularity of the classification and hierarchy, and we have Economic Sectors, or finer-grained Industrial Sub-sectors demonstrated that at differing levels of granularity, our from this dendrogram. For example, whilst the dendrogram approach produces structures that are useful representations of strongly identifies the two clusters i) {RBOS81, LLOY81, the data. From a time series of closing prices, TreeGNG can BARC81} Banks (81), and ii) {PRU84, LGEN84, CGNU84} Life detect, extract and present information that may be useful in Assurance (84); the dendrogram gives no indication that these describing and modelling the economic factors that move the groups are members of the (courser grained) Financial (80) price of a group of shares. Economic Group.
